
Digital Measuring Instruments – The Rectangular
Probability Distribution Function

Digital measuring instruments register and display values as numbers, in
contrast to the varying scale positions displayed on analog measuring instru-
ments. A steady reading on a digital readout presents a numerical value with
a fixed number of digits. This same value will be presented for any measurand
bigger or smaller than the displayed value by one half the resolution of the least
significant digit, and any value in between. For example, a digital voltmeter
which registers values to 0.1 V would present a value of 14.3 V, for any voltage
between 14.25 V and 14.35 V.

When any value between defined limits is equally possible, the probability
distribution function is rectangular. Recall that the integral of a probability
distribution function (pdf) over all possible values is equal to 1, so, if the half-
width of the rectangle is a, the full width is 2a, and then the height of the
rectangle must be 1/2a. A rectangle is obviously symmetric around its center,
which must therefore be the mean of the distribution. Thus, the pdf is defined
by

f(x) =

{
1
2a , (x̄− a) < x < (x̄ + a)
0, otherwise

(1)

Recall the equation [Equation (6)] for the calculation of the variance of a
function in Data Analysis Exercise 1. Use this equation to show that, for
a rectangular pdf,

s2rectangle =
a2

3
(2)

srectangle =
a√
3

(3)

The fraction of the rectangular pdf bounded by x̄±a/
√

3 is easily calculable:
1/
√

3 ≈ 0.58. This is the fraction of values between x̄ ± a/
√

3 that resulted in
the reading displayed. That is, there is a 58% probability that the measurand
of a rectangular pdf has a value between x̄± srectangle.

A similar interpretation can be made of the triangular distribution standard
uncertainty, a/

√
6, but the area in this case is a little more difficult to calculate.

Maybe the easiest way is to calculate 1− area beyond x̄±
√

6 = 1− 2× 1
2 [ 1a (1−

1√
6
)][a(1 − 1√

6
)] = 1 − 7−2

√
6

6 ≈ 0.65. That is, there is a 65% probability that

the measurand of a triangular pdf has a value between x̄± striangle.
It is important to see that the one standard-uncertainty interval around the

central value has a different interpretation for different probability distribution
functions. Thus, it is incumbent on the experimenter to state explicitly which
pdf was being sampled by the measurement being reported.

Repeated measurements of the same measurand with a digital instrument
typically exhibit little statistical fluctuation (type A uncertainty), so the (type
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B) uncertainty associated with the finite scale of the instrument is likely to be
much larger than a sample standard deviation (type A uncertainty). Both may
be smaller than the intrinsic accuracy (also type B) of the instrument (check
specifications or perform a calibration). Each of these (three) contributions
to the uncertainty budget of the measurement should in principle be stated
explicitly and combined for a final statement of the uncertainty.

Unless there is reason to think otherwise, all contributions should be inde-
pendent of one another, in which case (as you will see later) combining means
adding them in quadrature:

utotal =
√

(ustatistical)2 + (uscale)2 + (uaccuracy)2 (4)

The fact, though, that estimated standard uncertainties of different pdfs
span different intervals may invalidate Equation 4. If estimated standard un-
certainties of different pdfs are to be combined, the experimenter must decide
which pdf will ultimately be reported and scale the uncertainties representing
other pdfs accordingly. For example, if one combines an uncertainty represent-
ing a rectangular pdf with an uncertainty representing a triangular pdf, but will
report a measurement as a rectangular distribution, then one must scale the
triangle uncertainty to the size of the rectangle uncertainty:

utriangle ⇒
0.58

0.65
utriangle (5)

Equation 4 should be written, then, as

utotal =
√

(kstatisticalustatistical)2 + (kscaleuscale)2 + (kaccuracyuaccuracy)2 (6)

where each of the ki is the appropriate scale factor. Of course, if one contribution
is much smaller than the others, it may be ignored.

Make at least six measurements of a coin’s diameter with a dig-
ital caliper. Measure in various places around the circumference of
the coin and with the coin oriented in a different way (parallel vs.
perpendicular to the jaws). Report the result: central value ± utotal,
units, probability interval, pdf. A complete result requires all five pieces.

Note that the uncertainty defines the number of decimal places in the result
of a measurement. The number of decimal places of the central value must agree
with the number of decimal places of the uncertainty. The uncertainty may have
only one or two significant figures, but never more than two.
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